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Abstract: We present a machine-learning approach to detect and analyze meteor echoes (MADAME),
which is a radar data processing workflow featuring advanced machine-learning techniques using
both supervised and unsupervised learning. Our results demonstrate that YOLOv4, a convolutional
neural network (CNN)-based one-stage object detection model, performs remarkably well in detecting
and identifying meteor head and trail echoes within processed radar signals. The detector can
identify more than 80 echoes per minute in the testing data obtained from the Jicamarca high power
large aperture (HPLA) radar. MADAME is also capable of autonomously processing data in an
interferometer mode, as well as determining the target’s radiant source and vector velocity. In the
testing data, the Eta Aquarids meteor shower could be clearly identified from the meteor radiant
source distribution analyzed automatically by MADAME, thereby demonstrating the proposed
algorithm’s functionality. In addition, MADAME found that about 50 percent of the meteors were
traveling in inclined and near-inclined circular orbits. Furthermore, meteor head echoes with a
trail are more likely to originate from shower meteor sources. Our results highlight the capability
of advanced machine-learning techniques in radar signal processing, providing an efficient and
powerful tool to facilitate future and new meteor research.

Keywords: meteor; deep learning; machine learning; remote sensing; radar signal processing

1. Introduction

Millions of interplanetary and interstellar particles constantly hit the Earth’s upper
atmosphere. Interplanetary objects ranging in mass from 10−14 kg to several kilograms [1,2]
are commonly referred to as meteoroids. Active ground-based radar systems can sense
these meteoroids as meteors when they ablate in the Earth’s atmosphere. These meteors
are typically detected between 80 km and 120 km in altitude using radar observations [3,4].
Extreme cases with apparent high altitudes up to 180 km have also been reported by [5].
Meteors generally fall under two main categories: shower meteors and sporadic meteors.
Shower meteors typically originate from interplanetary particle streams ejected from a
‘parent body’, thereby entering the Earth’s atmosphere with similar radiant directions and
velocities [6]. In contrast, sporadic meteors are particles that are not directly associated
with a ‘parent body’ in the inner solar system. The vast majority of meteors observed
by high-power large aperture (HPLA) radars are sporadic meteors. For example, during
major meteor showers, [7] found that at least 97 percent of the meteors observed with the
Jicamarca incoherent scatter radar (ISR), a major HPLA facility (11◦57′05′′S, 76◦52′28′′W),
were sporadic meteors.

Overdense specular echoes, underdense specular echoes, nonspecular echoes, and
head echoes are commonly observed in radar observation. Overdense specular echoes are
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detected when the geometric condition between the radar k vector and the trail orientation
satisfies the requirements of specular reflection, i.e., the mirror reflection [8]. Underdense
specular echoes are meteor echoes in similar geometric conditions as overdense specular
echoes, but they are much weaker by several orders of magnitude. In observations carried
out by monostatic systems, specular reflections can be very rare when the radar k vector
is pointed to the zenith. The majority of the nonspecular echoes are located by virtue of
B-field aligned irregularities and are usually detected when the radar k vector is pointing
perpendicular to the Earth’s magnetic field [8–11]. Nonspecular reflection may also cor-
respond to a high Schmidt number or to dirty plasma surrounding the meteoroid [12,13].
Yet another type of meteor radar echo is the meteor head echo, which is the radio reflec-
tion of the ionization close to the meteoroid itself [14]. They are typically detected by an
HPLA radar operating in either very-high frequency (VHF) or ultra-high frequency (UHF)
ranges [15–20].

The physical characteristics of meteoroids, such as speed, height, flux, and radiant dis-
tribution, can be derived by analyzing meteor head echoes [4]. Wind and other atmospheric
properties may be derived from specular or nonspecular meteor echoes. Furthermore,
Chau et al. [21] presented the sporadic meteor sources inferred from the 3D vector veloci-
ties of the head echoes by the Jicamarca HPLA radar. In addition, sporadic meteor sources
from the MU radar located in Kyoto, Japan, were also reported in a study by [16]. Other
physical characteristics of the meteoroids that cannot be directly measured, most notably
mass, can also be inferred using various assumptions. Granted that estimating the mass
of the meteoroids can be subject to errors due to the complexities of many factors [20],
there are three major approaches. The first method is measuring the deceleration of the
meteor head echoes. The method was first mentioned by [22]. The work in [18] proposed
the ballistic parameter based on observations from the Arecibo observatory (AO), which is
essentially the same as the method discovered in 1966. The second method is to use the
mass-and-flux-rate relationship [4,14]. Alternatively, the meteoroid’s mass has also been
estimated from its radar cross-section (RCS) using the meteor head plasma distribution
model [11].

In this paper, we report a complete radar meteor processing package named the
machine-learning approach to detect and analyze meteor echoes, hereafter referred to
as MADAME. MADAME is a complete process that interprets radar data for meteor
studies. MADAME is a highly effective and efficient tool in radar meteor research, which
massively reduces manual effort within the various steps employed for interpreting
meteor data. MADAME provides a comprehensive compact solution that facilitates
meteor research. As a fully automatic tool, MADAME will facilitate and may open new
fronts in meteor research.

Figure 1 shows the workflow of MADAME, which consists of several stages. In brief,
the analysis begins with raw radar complex (I & Q) voltage data, which are marched through
a variety of processing algorithms. It concludes by revealing the physical characteristics
inferred from the detected meteors. In Figure 1, the blue squares indicate the results of the
intermediate steps that can be presented as plots, processing algorithms, and techniques
are represented in green circles, and the red hexagons are the final outputs.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the training and testing data.
Section 3 elaborates on the steps and intermediate results of MADAME. In Section 4, the
performance analysis of the machine-learning algorithms based on the testing data results
is presented. Additionally, the velocity and radiant sources of the meteors are discussed.
Finally, Section 5 provides a brief summary of the present work, outlines possible future
improvements, and offers a short discussion of potential applications.
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Figure 1. The workflow of MADAME from raw radar complex voltage samples to results. In the
flowchart, the blue squares are data or results that can be presented in some form; the green circles
represent various processing operations, and the results, which are the outputs returned by the
algorithm, are shown in red hexagons.

2. Data

The data used in this paper were obtained from the Jicamarca HPLA radar from 26–27
February 2006 and 5–6 May 2007. The data of the former period were used as the training
data for training the neural networks, and the data of the latter period served as the testing
set to evaluate the performance of the detectors and the overall operation of MADAME.
The testing data used in the present paper are the same as those in [7], which have a clear
view of the North Apex sporadic meteor source, the South Apex sporadic meteor source,
and the Eta Aquarids meteor shower. In this paper, the results were all derived from the
testing data.

The training data comprised about 10,000 meteors of different classes from the Jica-
marca HPLA radar observation campaigns on 26–27 February 2006. More details of the
data and the corresponding radar configuration are discussed in [21]. In the training set, a
portion of the total region of interest (ROI) was manually labeled for meteor head echoes,
meteor trail echoes, and the equatorial electrojet (EEJ). The ROI that was used for inference
was a truncated section of the radar range–time–intensity (RTI). The manually labeled set
consisted of about 1100 ROIs, which contained about 6000 meteor instances, i.e., the meteor
head and trail echoes.

The detector was trained in two steps. First, a mask-region-based convolutional neural
network (mask R-CNN) [23] with an inception ResNet V2 backbone [24] was trained by
the manually labeled 1100 ROIs on the Google TensorFlow Object Detection API [25]. The
mask R-CNN is a popular machine-learning model for object detection, and inception
ResNet v2 is one of the many configurations of the mask R-CNN. TensorFlow is an open-
source software library developed by Google for machine-learning applications. Then, we
trained another detector, namely, the fourth iteration of You Only Look Once (YOLOv4),
by the manually selected ‘good’ results from the previous step. The training set in the
second step comprised about 10,000 ROIs with about 50,000 meteor instances. The primary
reason for training the two different detectors was the interplatform compatibility between
MATLAB and Tensorflow. MATLAB 2022a could not use the mask R-CNN detector trained
in Tensorflow, which was found to perform slightly better under insufficient training
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data. We intended to contain the whole detection and processing package in the MATLAB
environment. Thus, only MATLAB-supported detectors were implemented in the final
product. In the use and possible further training of MADAME, only MATLAB is needed.
More details are discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

3. Method
3.1. Preprocessing and Radar Decoding

In this paper, the complex voltage data was initially processed using matched filtering,
a standard technique to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by applying a coded pulse.
The decoding is a relatively straightforward correlation between the transmitted binary
phase code (TX) and the received complex voltage signal (RX). The radar data used in this
work was carried out with a comparably short 13us Barker code. Given the short radar
code length used in our experiment, the Doppler aliasing caused by fast-moving meteor
head echoes for the Jicamarca HPLA radar was not substantial enough to be a notable
concern. The Nyquist Doppler speed, i.e., the maximum Doppler speed without aliasing, is
given by the following:

v =
λ∆Θ
4π∆t

. (1)

In our experiment configuration, where λ = 6 m, ∆t = 1 × 10−6 S, and ∆Θ = π, the
Nyquiest Doppler speed was 1500 km/s, which is vastly higher than the maximum possible
speed of an interplanetary meteoroid at 72 km/s. The phase shift caused by the fastest
possible interplanetary meteoroid, when combining the pulse length of 13 µs, is still less
than the Nyquist limit. The power deficit caused by the meteor’s Doppler effect in our
experimental setups is up to −0.7 dB in optimal conditions. The actual power deficit is
lower, as the practical TX pulse is imperfect. In radar decoding, the Doppler aliasing of the
head echoes is usually treated by the following two methods:

• A filter bank [15], which essentially repeats the matched filter with different Doppler
shifts on TX code and finds the best candidate.

• Multiplying the complex conjugate of the TX code to the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
of a truncated section of the RX that equals the length of the TX code and repeats on
all altitudes [26].

The outcomes of both decoding approaches are generally identical, despite the fact that
there could be some differences depending on the specific implementation. Method 2 could
be faster in processing, especially when the required total number of filters or frequency
resolution is high because the FFT calculation is highly optimized in modern programming
languages. Method 1 may achieve additional performance gains when combined with
sidelobe-free decoding [27]. Sidelobe-free decoding is a theoretically optimal technique that
generates no side lobes, as its name suggests. However, optimal decoding only performs
under ideal conditions where the actual TX pulse is precisely known. In reality, the recorded
TX pulse in the Jicamarca Radio Observatory (JRO) is usually somewhat distorted due to
sampler saturation.

In this paper, MADAME used the FFT decoding or method 2 as described above for
radar pulse decoding. The step-by-step description of the FFT decoding is detailed in
Section 2-2, Decoding technique—FFT Decoding, of [28]. In the setup presented in this
paper, the RTI was constructed using the first point, or the zero frequency of the FFT
spectrum. Because the Doppler resolution of the 13-baud Barker code was 115.4 km/s
(1500/13), which is nearly twice the fastest possible meteoroid, all the meteors were
included in the first point of the spectrum, while zero padding the FFT can enhance
the Doppler resolution, there is a limit to the level of detail that can be retrieved, which
is typically around twice the original resolution. Beyond the limit, zero padding the FFT
spectrum behaves as smoothing. In our case, the frequency resolution was insufficient to be
useful. On the occasion of using a longer TX code where the Doppler shift of the meteors
can be resolved, a threshold must be chosen for the FFT spectrum. The RTI should be
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constructed by the power at the respective spectrum location for those with power higher
than the threshold. Additional transfer learning with the data using an experiment-specific
radar pulse configuration may be necessary for ideal performance.

The RTI was constructed by horizontally placing the adjacent decoded radar RXs in
the fashion of an image. The RTI was first adjusted by linear contrast that saturated the
top and the lower 10% of all the pixels. Doing so made the weaker meteor echoes more
prominent and prevented the strong echoes from saturating the dynamic range of the RTI.
Then, the RTI was treated by the DnCNN, which is a feed-forward denoising convolutional
neural network [29]. As the training set has to be manually labeled, the main purpose of
the Gaussian denoising is to prepare the dataset for manual labeling, as it was easier to
find meteors on the denoised image. Since the training set was treated by the Gaussian
denoising, the testing set was treated the same. Figure 2 shows a comparison between the
before and after Gaussian denoising. The denoiser retained nearly all the features of the
meteor trail while significantly reducing the noise.

Figure 2. A comparison of original and Gaussian denoised meteor trail. The original image on the
left was treated by DnCNN, a Gaussian denoiser using deep learning, and the denoised result is
shown on the right.

3.2. Meteor Detection

The meteor echoes are usually detected by variants of thresholding-based algorithms
or feature extraction functions., e.g., Hough transform [30], which extracts straight line-like
shapes from the background via a voting process. In recent years, more capable sensitivity-
oriented detection algorithms, such as the detecting meteor head echo with a probabilistic
model [4] and the algorithm of head echo automatic detection (AHEAD) [31], have been
able to detect between 2 to 10 times more meteors compared to previous algorithmic
or manual approaches. However, both algorithms are massively computationally inten-
sive. The processing time is considerably longer than real-time when running on a single
computer. For real-time processing, the detection algorithm needs to run faster than in
real–time. To achieve this, we tested several deep-learning detectors provided by Google’s
TensorFlow. While the performance of these tested detectors was rather satisfactory, most
of our other working modules that handle the radar data were written in MATLAB. The
intraplatform incompatibility between MATLAB and Python/TensorFlow created some
major complications that prevented a seamless workflow at the time of writing this paper.
In March 2022, MathWorks released MATLAB 2022a. The new version supports several
deep-learning image detectors, most notably YOLOv4 (You Only Look Once Version 4),
which is a relatively new and capable detector in computer vision. With the support of
YOLOv4 [32], the whole processing workflow could now be completed in MATLAB.
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3.3. Detector

YOLOv4, the fourth major variant of the YOLO detector [32], was used as the meteor
detector in the present work. It is a one-shot detector, as opposed to multi-stage detectors
such as R-CNN [33] and its variants, e.g., fast R-CNN [34], faster R-CNN [35], mask
R-CNN [23], etc. Generally speaking, one-shot detectors infer vastly faster than multi-stage
detectors, albeit with slightly inferior sensitivity in some applications and implementations.
Furthermore, YOLOv4 is relatively less demanding on memory. In MATLAB, due to
insufficient memory, our machine (RTX 3090, 24 GB) was unable to train the mask R-CNN
detector with an inception ResNet V2 backbone, even with a minimum batch size. The
input image must be in a reasonably high resolution, as one of the major objectives, meteor
head echoes, are delicate structures. Note that the same network can be successfully
trained in the TensorFlow Object detection API, because TensorFlow is apparently better at
memory management than MATLAB. However, due to the aforementioned intraplatform
compatibility issue between MATLAB and TensorFlow, we were unable to integrate the
mask R-CNN seamlessly into the processing workflow. Nevertheless, the final product and
possibly additional training could only be achieved using MATLAB.

A default ROI contains 10,000 pulses or 4 s of data with 0.4 ms inter–pulse periods
(IPP). In the processing workflow, as shown in Figure 1, YOLOv4 was used to inspect the
tentative ROI to decide its ending or cutoff location. If any object is detected near the end
of each tentative ROI, the tentative ROI expands until no object is detected within the last
200 pulses in each ROI. Once an ROI is obtained from the RTI, the YOLOv4 detector is used
again to perform the actual detection. Using the YOLOv4 detector multiple times does not
impede the processing speed, as the inference of the YOLOv4 takes a negligible amount
of time. Real-time processing could be achieved by MADAME, which was configured, as
shown in Figure 1, in our machine (Intel i9-12900k, RTX 3090) by MATLAB.

Figure 3 shows three examples of the ROI overlaid with detection bounding boxes.
The detections were separated into three types, with each represented by bounding boxes of
different colors. The instances labeled with blue bounding boxes represent those that could
return vector velocity, i.e., a clear trajectory could be resolved by interferometry, whereas
bounding boxes of other colors enclose the instances without good-quality interferometry.
The purple boxes indicate that the interpreter that processes the meteor instance could
recognize the instance but was unable to extract a clear trajectory. This is most likely
owing to a combination of the following two reasons. The first is 2 π aliasing of the
interferometry [36], and the other is unable to separate a clean trajectory via clustering. The
instances with yellow bounding boxes were either too short or too weak for analysis.

In the current version of MADAME, the detector only detected three classes: meteor
head echo, meteor trail echo, and equatorial electrojet (EEJ). They are labeled as ‘head’,
‘trail’, and ‘EEJ’ in the inferred results, respectively, as shown in Figure 3.

As a quick introduction to the evaluation metrics, precision is the fraction of detected
objects that are not false detection; recall is the percentage of correct detections out of all
labeled objects in the testing set; the F1 score is a weighted metric that combines precision
and recall; the average precision (AP) is the area below the precision–recall curve. Higher
values are better for all four metrics. More details and applications of these evaluation
metrics are discussed extensively in [37]. The quantitative measurements of the detection
accuracy of the YOLOv4 detector on the testing set are shown in Table 1. The testing
set consisted of 500 ROIs, with 3828 head echoes, 338 trail echoes, and 142 EEJs. The
classification threshold or decision threshold was set to 0.5. It should be noted that the
manually labeled or manually selected ‘ground-truth’ training data could be far from the
truth. Compared to more traditional computer vision applications, the meteor echoes in
radar RTIs or ROIs are not as clear and easy to find as ordinary daily objects such as cars,
trees, etc. The feature-based meteor head echoes detection algorithm, as discussed in [31],
was able to detect far more meteor head echoes than manual selection. Therefore, missing
some meteor echoes in manual selection is almost inevitable. Although, as discussed in
Section 2, the original manually labeled data of about 1100 ROIs were treated with extra
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caution and assisted by a full set of image preprocessing techniques, the manually-labeled
training data may still miss a decent amount of meteor echoes. That being said, as shown
in Table 1, the precision values of all three classes were very high, thus indicating that the
detector did not detect many objects that were not in the training set, i.e., they were not
surpassing manual performance, which is also justifiable. It is unlikely that the detector
could outperform the training set.

Figure 3. Examples of the Region of Interest (ROI) and the inferred results from the YOLOv4 detector
are depicted in this figure, with the x and y axes representing time and altitude, respectively. In this
figure, we showcase six ROI examples, which demonstrate how the detector was able to perform
effectively in challenging scenarios. The current version of the detector distinguishes three classes:
head, trail, and EEJ, which represent meteor head echo, meteor trail echo, and equatorial electrojet
(EEJ), respectively. The instances which could retrieve velocity vectors are labeled in blue bounding
boxes. The instances that could return line of sight (LOS) velocity are labeled in purple bounding
boxes, and the instances in which the algorithm could not resolve any information other than detection
are labeled in yellow bounding boxes. It is difficult to separate the meteor head from its trail with the
radar pulse scheme used in the current work. Consequently, the LOS or vector velocity could not be
obtained from the trail echoes. It might be possible to resolve meteor head velocity with a longer
radar pulse, which provides a higher resolution in the power spectrum.

Table 1. Evaluations of the YOLOv4 detector accuracy on the radar data.

Precision Recall F1 Score AP

Head 0.99 0.94 0.96 0.94
Trail 0.98 0.89 0.93 0.88
EEJ 1 0.63 0.773 0.64

The recalls of the three classes were lower than the corresponding accuracies. The
numbers indicate that the detector was unable to identify 6 percent of the head echoes
correctly and 11.8 percent of the trail echoes compared to manually labeled results. The
worse performance regarding the trail echoes may owe to the following two reasons. First,
the trail echoes may be extremely similar to the EEJ background, which could lead to low
prediction scores that do not surpass the classification threshold. Second, the correctness
of each detection is determined by the intersection over union (IoU), which is a number
between 0 and 1 that measures the overlap percentage between the ground truth (manually
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labeled testing set) and the predicted bounding boxes. The limited number of anchor boxes
of the YOLO detector may not be able to accommodate all possible sizes of the meteor
trail echoes and EEJs. Albeit the fact that the detection performance regarding EEJs was
not as good as in the other classes, it is not a problem, as detecting EEJs was not one of
the objectives. The EEJ was labeled as a separate class in the training set to facilitate the
detector to differentiate meteor trail echoes from the backgrounds, including EEJs.

3.4. Meteor Samples

This section discusses the ‘meteor samples’ of the processing workflow in Figure 1. In
essence, the meteor samples were extracted from radar raw complex voltages that preferably
comprised only one meteor. A set of meteor samples are shown in Figure 4. Note that the
images in Figure 4 are the references that assisted in locating the corresponding radar raw
complex voltage data. Ideally, each identified meteor image should contain only one meteor.
However, meteor echoes that were too close to each other were occasionally selected in one
set of meteor samples when a major portion of their bounding boxes overlapped.

The following steps were taken to obtain the clean set of meteor samples, i.e., the
data points corresponding to meteor echoes only. First, the data points were retrieved by
their bounding boxes returned by the detector. Then, the pixels with a power lower than
a percentile threshold were set to 0. The thresholds were the top two percent for head
echoes and the top five percent for trail echoes, respectively. Next, the remaining image was
processed by a set of morphological filters through closing/opening [38] to remove noise
while retaining the main structure. The images shown in Figure 4 demonstrate a few sample
results after morphological filtering. Lastly, the remaining pixels served as the reference to
locate the corresponding raw radar complex voltage data for further interpretation.

Figure 4. Displayed here are examples of the cleaned-up ‘meteor samples’ in the processing workflow.
The upper row exhibits samples of meteor head echoes, while the lower row showcases trail echoes.
Ideally, each panel, representing a set of meteor samples, should include only one meteor echo.
However, instances such as Head instance 1 and Head instance 2 demonstrate that multiple echoes
may appear within a single collection of meteor samples due to insufficient separation between
adjacent echoes. This issue can largely be addressed by employing the clustering technique discussed
in Section 3.6.

3.5. 3D Scatter Cloud

The antennas of the Jicamarca HPLA radar can be arranged into four or more inde-
pendent receiver units, thus allowing for interferometric detection. Details regarding the
interferometry implementation of the Jicamarca HPLA radar are discussed in [15]. Each
nonzero pixel in the processed meteor sample, as shown in Figure 4, returns a 3D location
above the Jicamarca HPLA radar by interferometry. The results shown in Figures 5 and 6
were obtained by plotting all the 3D locations as separate scatter points. The 3D locations
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were relative, and the workflow has yet to incorporate phase calibration. The results shown
in Figure 5 are the clean paths that contained echoes of one meteor and no aliasing. The
examples with two or more separatable events are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5. 3D scatter clouds of the meteor echoes. The 3D scatter cloud plot exhibits distinct, unaliased
meteor head and trail echoes in each example. Either head or trail echoes can exhibit as a clear path
in the 3D scatter cloud plot.

Figure 6. Examples of 3D scatter clouds that contained multiple objects. Different objects are
separated and identified by a single linkage and represented in different colors. The first panel from
the left shows traces of two distinct meteor head echoes, and the middle and right panels contain
meteor head echoes and EEJs, respectively.

As seen by the examples in Figure 6, there could be multiple objects in the 3D scatter
clouds derived from one set of meteor samples. To separate these objects, each 3D scatter
cloud was processed by single-linkage clustering [39] to identify the individual events.
Single-linkage clustering is one of the many approaches used in hierarchical clustering
analysis. It is an unsupervised learning technique that seeks to build a hierarchy of clusters,
i.e., it allocates scatters into groups. The single linkage connects the nearest scatter to the
closest parent scatter group, which is suitable for separating scattering clusters that have
some distance between each other. The scatter groups are represented in different colors in
Figures 5 and 6.
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The clean paths inferred by the interferometer, as shown in Figure 5, are rather self-
explanatory. These examples are essentially the path that the meteor traversed. The 3D
scatters of the head echoes and trail echoes were usually similar. The sample on the left
panel of Figure 5 was a trail echo, which had more points than head echoes and appeared
to be ‘thicker’ than the head echoes. Also, this particular meteor trail showed no obvious
trace of dynamics.

In Figure 5, a few discrete scatters are represented in different colors. These were
the ones with the furthest distance to the nearest scatter that belonged to the main scatter
group. The single-linkage clustering allocated scatters into a predetermined number of
groups. Thus, scatters that were far from the main group were assigned to different groups,
which may as well have only contained themselves.

The samples that contained multiple echoes were where the single-linkage clustering
was most effective. In Figure 6, we present three examples containing multiple events: head
echoes, trail echoes, or EEJs. The 3D scatter plot of the trail echoes appears to be denser
and more spread out, as it contains substantially more points. Nevertheless, the clustering
technique will likely fail in the following two scenarios:

• Interferometry aliasing, i.e., the meteor trajectory is broken into two or more segments
due to the interferometer 2 π aliasing. This problem can be addressed by merging the
aliased components. The aliased segments can be distinguished from the normal ones
by examining the vector direction of the separate segments and the corresponding
pixel’s locations on the meteor sample (as shown in Figure 4).

• The single linkage would likely be unable to separate overlapping meteor echoes and
meteor echoes into the EEJ, but these cases rarely occur and do not constitute a notable
portion of the total number of meteors.

3.6. Direction Vector

The direction vector can be inferred by fitting a straight line onto the 3D cluster trace of
the meteor echoes. There are many approaches to doing this. In this paper, we used singular
value decomposition (SVD). The practical SVD was proposed by [40], which remains in use
today. The formulation is commonly expressed as follows:

A = UΣVH . (2)

The SVD is a powerful tool that is widely used in signal processing, statistics, and ma-
chine learning. It is conveniently offered as an executable function in major programming
languages. In our application, the input of the SVD function, the left side of Equation (2),
involved the Cartesian coordinates of the scatters, as shown in Figures 5 and 6, which are
arranged into a 3 × N matrix, where N is the number of the scatters in one set of meteor
sample. The input Cartesian coordinates were centered by subtracting the mean of the
scatter cloud from each scatter point. The fitted 3D slope, i.e., the velocity vector, can be
found in the first column of U. The terms Σ and VH on the right side of Equation (2) were
not used in our application and, hence, will not be discussed.

4. Results

In this section, we present a variety of the relevant parameters returned by MADAME
processing workflow and conduct a comparison with prior findings from [21]. Addition-
ally, we contextualize these results within the broader understanding of meteor echoes,
showcasing the algorithm’s effectiveness and accuracy.

Figure 7 illustrates the meteor flux, i.e., the number of meteors detected as a function of
local time. The number of detected meteors was severely affected by the EEJ activities above
the Jicamarca site, so the meteor flux presented here may not be an accurate representation
of the actual diurnal variation. In our dataset, the YOLOv4 detector detected up to about
80 meteors per minute, which was less than the number detected by the recently developed
sensitivity-oriented meteor detection algorithms [19,31], which can detect up to 200 meteors
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per minute. The YOLOv4 detector’s detection capability was roughly on par with the
manual selection, wherein it detected significantly more meteors than the conventional
adaptive thresholding technique, which detected about 20 meteors per minute based on our
own testing. The flux curve of the meteor head echoes varied between 10 to 80 per minute,
whereas the trail echoes’ flux showed less variation. The lower panel of Figure 7 illustrates
the results obtained by manually selecting meteors from the same dataset, thereby serving
as a ground truth reference. It is important to note that, in principle, the deep learning
detector utilizing supervised learning is unlikely to surpass the sensitivity of its training
set. Nevertheless, the ‘sensitivity’, as in the manual selection, is influenced by multiple
factors, such as the degree of focus, data visualization, and other variables.

Figure 7. Meteor fluxes from the May 2006 Jicamarca ISR meteor campaign are presented. In the
upper panel, the “Total” bars in blue represent the overall number of meteors, irrespective of their
class. Meteor head echoes and trail echoes are distinguished by yellow and dark green, respectively.
The lower panel displays the meteor flux by manually selecting meteors. The time resolution was
interpolated from 200 s to 60 s.

Figure 8 shows the radiant distributions for both the head and trails. The radiant
distribution of all the meteors, as shown in the left panel of Figure 8, which was inferred
from the dataset by MADAME, was essentially identical to the results, as shown in Figure 3
of [21]. The North and South Apex sporadic meteor sources are clearly visible. In addition,
the Eta Aquarids meteor shower was also clearly identified. Upon examining the difference
between the two panels of Figure 8, the shower meteors had a much stronger presence in
the radiant distribution of the trails than the head echoes. This behavior is consistent with
the signal-to-noise effect, as shower meteors are generally believed to be larger in size and
mass than sporadic meteors. Therefore, they are more easily detected.

The quantitative analysis of the difference between the shower meteor and the spo-
radic meteor is an area of active research. The shower meteor is generally believed to be
more massive than its sporadic counterpart. Sporadic meteors undergo a mass-correlated
evolution process, whereas shower meteors do not [1,41]. The Poynting–Robertson drag
force [42] has a more substantial effect on the orbital evolution of lower-mass particles. Our
results show that shower meteors were more likely to be observed with a nonspecular trail
in the Jicamarca HPLA radar observational data, thereby implying a correlation between
the meteor trail and meteor mass. However, despite more massive meteoroids generating
more nonspecular trails, the direct cause may not be the size, but rather the ability to
deposit more small particles [12].
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Figure 8. Meteor radiant distribution of all meteors (left panel—18,611 events) and of meteors with
trails (right panel—2886 events). As depicted in the right panel, the radiant distribution of the trail
meteors showed a relatively stronger concentration at the shower meteor source (Eta Aquarids meteor
shower, −20◦ Lon., 10◦ Lat.).

The normalized line of sight (LOS) velocity and the vector velocity distribution of the
dataset are shown in Figure 9. The normalized LOS velocity distribution manifested a clear
arc-like shape centered around 6 am local time (LT). Considering that most of the sporadic
meteors in the present dataset originated from either the North Apex or the South Apex
source, the LOS speed of the meteors of the Apex sources should exhibit a sinusoidal pattern
due to the Earth’s rotation. The sinusoidal pattern is more visible in the normalized plot.
As discussed extensively in [4,16,20,43], a major portion of the meteors of Apex sources are
interplanetary particles traveling in low eccentricity retrograde orbit. When combined with
the Earth’s moving velocity in the solar system, 30 km/s, the resultant vector speed of these
retrograde meteors should be close to 60 km/s. Thus, meteors of Apex sources should
encounter the Earth with similar vector velocities, regardless of when they were observed.
In other words, a considerable portion of the meteors in the present dataset should possess
similar vector velocities. As shown in the right panel of Figure 9, the meteor vector velocity
distribution, derived by dividing the LOS speed by the corresponding zenith angle, shows
a strong concentration centered around 56 km/s across the whole dataset, irrespective
of the local time. The same has also been reported in [21]. The measured vector velocity
concentration was marginally slower than the AO measurements, which were centered
around 60 km/s. There are several possibilities for the cause of such a velocity discrepancy.
First, the JRO data discussed in this work was obtained during the Eta meteor shower,
whereas the AO data was not. Second, the difference could be due to the mass difference
between the AO and the Jicamarca meteors, with the former being about 2 to 3 orders
of magnitude smaller than the latter [19]. Third, the AO and JRO operate at different
frequencies, and the AO is technically less sensitive to meteors with slower speeds and
higher altitudes than the JRO. Another possibility is that, albeit with calibration in place, the
automatic algorithm still tends to overestimate the range coverage of the meteor, thereby
leading to a lower range vs. time velocity. However, the algorithmic error is unlikely to
cause such a difference.
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Figure 9. The normalized LOS velocity (left panel) and vector velocity or absolute velocity (right
panel) distribution of the meteor head echoes. The distributions were normalized by their respective
local time, i.e., by the vertical columns of the image.

5. Conclusions

By employing a combination of techniques and algorithms, the testing results suggest
that the new automatic algorithm, MADAME, was able to detect and identify meteor
head echoes with a sensitivity rivaling manual detection, all while retrieving the various
physical parameters of the meteors. In a nutshell, MADAME is able to process the radar
data completely autonomously and in real–time, thus detecting and analyzing both head
and trail echoes.

The LOS velocity and vector velocity distribution of the meteor head echoes obtained
by MADAME shows that about 51.6 percent of meteors were traveling between 53 km/s
and 66 km/s, thus indicating that the majority of the detected meteors were in near-circular
orbits, which agrees with the previous knowledge of the sporadic meteors. The radiant
distribution and velocity distribution returned by the automatic algorithm also agreed with
the previous results, as discussed in [21], which clearly recognized the North and South
Apex sources, together with the Eta Aquarids meteor shower. Regarding nonspecular trails,
the radiant distribution of the nonspecular trails hints that larger meteoroids may generate
more nonspecular trails.

Overall, MADAME performed as intended when applied to the data obtained by the
Jicamarca HPLA radar, thus showing the viability of applying state-of-the-art computer
vision and machine-learning techniques to radar meteor signal processing. The detection
sensitivity and accuracy can be further increased with more diverse training data from
different experiments and pulse schemes. Moreover, the detection and segmentation
performance can be further improved by switching the YOLOv4 detector used in the present
work to a more advanced detector if the hardware permits. In conclusion, MADAME takes
radar complex voltage signals and outputs the various meaningful physical parameters of
meteors, thereby providing a comprehensive solution for radar meteor signal processing
that will facilitate future meteor research.
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